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Tanya Unkovich is a world-leading transformation specialist and Legacy Advisor who

serves a global clientele of widows, widowers, and people entering the last stage of their

lives. An expert in transformational breakthroughs, she helps her clients turn grief into

Greatness.  

With vast experience from computer consulting, to accounting, to being Tony Robbins’

first Coach in New Zealand, her expertise knows no bounds. The diversity of her

background offers clients a groundbreaking skillset that she leverages into proven, life-

changing results. 

Tanya is dedicated to making a real difference and her mission is crystal clear: To

transform pain into peaceful fulfillment. A CEO, personal/business coach, the co-host of

Hour of Power, and the published author of Unplanned Journey: A Triumph in Life and

Death as well as the Unplanned Journey Companion Workbook, she impacts thousands of

people, inspiring them to live their lives to fullest— regardless of the time they have left

on this Earth. 

Entirely focused on her life’s work, she helps people facing mortality— either their own or

that of a loved one—  to release their fear, move forward with grace, and build a

meaningful legacy they’re proud to leave behind. 

Warm and compassionate, Tanya’s high emotional intelligence and resilience make her

uniquely capable to move people to the next leg of their journey with peace, calm, and

overflowing joy. Her bespoke programs allow her clients to tap into their greatness,

whatever greatness means to them, and bring it to life. 

A master at transformation, Tanya offers powerful tools so her clients’ triumph over their

toughest obstacles, become the best version of themselves possible, and turn their

remaining days into a living masterpiece. 

Striking the perfect balance of empathy, decision and honesty, Tanya’s igniting hearts and

souls across the globe, helping people in pain become lights in the world that shine for

generations.

T A N Y A U N K O V I C H . C O M         I N F O @ T A N Y A U N K O V I C H . C O M

I found my freedom, I found my passion and started a new business.

SVETLANA



Recognized worldwide for her gifts, Tanya’s

continually sought after to transform the lives of

people struggling with a loved one’s death and

the realities of terminal illness. She helps them

escape their prison of darkness, move forward

with grace, and live a legacy of abundant peace,

purpose, joy and contentment. 

 

With 15 years of experience, Tanya has changed

countless lives as the published author of the

Unplanned Journey: A Triumph In Life And Death

+ Companion Workbook, the co-host of Hour of

Power, the CEO of a medical clinic and the first

Tony Robbins Coach in New Zealand.

 

A media expert, Tanya has been featured in

several prestigious outlets. She starred in a Verve

Magazine cover story and has appeared in NZ

Business, Medjugore Magazine, and numerous

Christian publications worldwide.

Compassionate. Confidant. Miraculous. Mentor.
CREATE EXTRAORDINARY TRANSFORMATION IN YOUR AUDIENCE

                               TanyaAbout

T A N Y A U N K O V I C H . C O M         I N F O @ T A N Y A U N K O V I C H . C O M

She’s appeared on The Sunday Cafe,

become a regular guest on Rhema

Media, and a weekly contributor on

Radio Rhema— New Zealand’s #1

Christian Radio station. Dedicated to

making lives better, forever, Tanya has

also spoken at a variety of conferences

throughout New Zealand..

.

Contact Tanya

press@businessbravery.com



Overcoming Adversity: Why The Greatest Chapter Of Your Life Is NOW

How to Go from Grief to Greatness After Losing a Loved One

Mastering Resilience So You Live Life To The Fullest

Will You Ever Love Again? The Secrets To Finding Love Later in Life

Key Areas of Expertise
Tanya's
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Success Stories
& Media Praise

VERVE MAGAZINE

““When Tanya says, ‘Make the worst day of your life
into the best day of your life!’ these aren’t the words of
a half-glass full woman; these come from a ‘spilling
over the brim, grab life by the throat, I’m going to
make the absolute most of everyday’ kind of person.”

T A N Y A U N K O V I C H . C O M      P R E S S @ B U S I N E S S B R A V E R Y . C O M

KAREN L

“In late 2007, after losing my father to cancer, we
found out that my sister had an aggressive cancer
that also took her life only 5 months later. 5 months—
the same period of time Tanya travelled that path
with her husband Phil. I cried unashamedly through
the recounting of that journey. I really felt their love
for each other and the strength of Tanya’s belief in
God that helped her through. Thank you Tanya for
sharing your struggles with your own grief and the
recreation of yourself.”

MAGIC TALK RADIO

“Tanya Unkovich is extraordinary. If you want change
in your life, she’s the one you want to see!”

DAVID

“Be prepared for lightbulb moments, uncanny
coincidences, and challenging questions in a very
supportive and non-judgemental environment. Tanya
will take you out of your comfort zone; however, you
will love her for it as this is where the real growth
happens. Her value-for-money coaching has
benefited me in many different areas of my life and
will continue to do so as I further implement the
strategies I’ve learned.”

GREG M

“I found Tanya’s Unplanned Journey sensational,
breathtaking, and out of this world. The separate
journeys of her husband Phil, and herself were tear-
evoking and very thought provoking.”

SVETLANA

“I would highly recommend Tanya Unkovich to all
who experience crises in their life or a difficult life
transition, or to those who know that there is more to
life, but don’t quite know how to get there.”

KYLA G

Dear Tanya, 

I'm writing to tell you how much I enjoyed reading
your book "Unplanned Journey". I came across it at
our Bible Book Store shortly after my husband was
diagnosed with Leukemia(AML). We are in our early
40's with 4 children ages 9 to 14. It's been a tough
battle for us. Jim was diagnosed in early Feb. and has
not been responding well to treatment. We are
believers and our hope is in the Lord....we know that
Jim will be healed in heaven if not on earth, but
walking the path is so hard. I appreciated you sharing
your emotions..it gave me permission to let mine out
as well and not be afraid to feel. It's good to see how
well you are doing! It gives me hope that things can
look brighter for us again some day as well. 

God Bless, Kyla
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